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Sorry, Paul. Too bad, Tom. The most insightful pundit posting at today’s New York Times hasn’t won a Nobel or Pulitzer

Prize. He neither bloviates on global economic policy nor condescends about China’s Green autocracy. He doesn’t do Davos

or snark. Nevertheless, his columns have quickly become “must reads” for entrepreneurs and executives who grasp that

mathematics is now the “lingua franca” of serious business analysis. There is no better English-language explicator of

complex quantitative concepts than Steven Strogatz. His work is a model for how mathematics needs to be popularized.

Pathological innumeracy is a plague afflicting the global business community (if you doubt that, I’ve got a couple of

hundred million dollars of used sub-prime CDOs I’d be pleased to sell you). Strogatz’s posts represent a public health

prophylactic for the quantitatively impaired. Whether discussing limits or the role of “natural frequencies” in statistical

inference, Strogatz is the rare math maven/technical tutor who makes you feel much smarter, not more confused, for

reading him. Just as important, his columns facilitate the best of both educational worlds: frustrated mathphiles can use



Strogatz’s constructions to better communicate with numerically challenged colleagues; mathphobes discover that —

surprise! — their minds are indeed capable of embracing concepts their sophomore and/or MBA “math camp” brains

rejected. Win/win.

The ongoing mathematization of business — fueled in no small part by the computational infrastructures of networks and

the digitalization of mobile devices — will accelerate and intensify the importance of getting the right numbers and getting

the numbers right. The world would be a better, and richer, place if a few more board members at Citigroup, AIG, Bear

Stearns, Lehman Bros., Royal Bank of Scotland and, yes, the New York Federal Reserve Bank had the probabilistic wit and

presence to question the intrinsically flawed models upon which tens of billions of dollars were unwisely bet. Conversely,

the Googles, Amazons, eBays and Apples, let alone the IBMs and and Vodaphones, literally could not function without the

algorithmic infrastructures and applications governing their real-time operations. [I would have included Goldman Sachs…

but that’s not politically correct this week...] These companies know that quantitative relationships are as essential to their

future innovations as the human relationships.

But there’s no denying the cultural and institutional ambivalence surrounding business’s growing dependence on

quantitative excellence. This website has rightly fetishized the growing importance of analytics in business decision-

making. But I’ve never seen a post explaining or exploring the technical underpinnings of analytic innovation. That’s not

inherently a bad thing; however, it’s tough to argue that those omissions are good. The New York Times deserves credit for

having the editorial grit to have a real mathematician vivisect real equations onsite. While the Wall Street Journal doesn’t

have its own mathematican, it does have “The Numbers Guy” to remind readers that while figures don’t lie, liars indeed

figure. Intriguingly, the Financial Times, Forbes, and Fortune don’t have quantitative counterparts to the New York Times

and the Wall Street Journal. The mainstream business media bring the same insecurities and ambivalence to the

mathematics of business as the enterprises they cover. That explains why so many critical aspects of mathematical

modeling — from bespoke derivatives to anthropogenic global warming — are poorly explored and badly explained.



However, it’s not an accident that books like Nassim Taleb’s Fooled by Randomness and Black Swan have become surprise

best-sellers or that “pop statisticians” like Sam Savage has acquired cult followings in business communities that ordinarily

flinch when Excel spreadsheets or, god forbid, Mathematica hits their laptop screens. Mathematics is, arguably, the most

poorly taught subject in both K-12 and American higher education today. For the vast majority of college graduates and

MBAs, math is hard. Getting non-mathematicians to do math is even harder. Getting non-mathematicians to learn math is

hardest of all.

But that’s where global business is going. That’s where executive education and professional development need to go. The

business world needs both the skepticism and curiosity that greater executive numeracy would enable. Making managers

or management more mathematical isn’t the goal; it’s encouraging management to appreciate what’s beneath the

numbers. That’s as true for a “recommendation engine” algorithm as it is for a balance sheet.

The challenge is as much a qualitative as a quantitative one: how should business make up for the abysmal failures of the

educational system in mathematics education and training? This is one of the most important human capital issues

confronting “knowledge intensive” industries. The short answer is “Get Your Own Strogatz.” But, with apologies to Godel, I

fear that theory is sadly incomplete.
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